We report the first quantum bit (qubit) device implemented on a foundry-compatible Si CMOS platform. The device, fabricated using SOI NanoWire MOSFET technology, is in essence a compact two-gate pFET. The qubit is encoded in the spin degree of freedom of a hole Quantum Dot (QD) defined by one of the Gates. Coherent spin manipulation is performed by means of an RF E-Field signal applied to the Gate itself. By demonstrating qubit functionality in a conventional transistor-like layout and process flow, this result bears relevance for the future up-scaling of qubit architectures, including the opportunity of their co-integration with "classical" Si CMOS control circuitry. Introduction Owing to the quantum superposition and entanglement principles, an N-qubit state is characterized by 2 N complex coefficients corresponding to the normalized probabilities for each possible arrangement of basis states (Figure 1) . This has spurred a sudden interest in Si-based spin qubits in the fundamental research community. At a practical level though, a major remaining challenge thus far was the prototyping of a truly foundry-compatible quantum information building block, compact enough to consider circuits controlling hundreds of qubits and beyond.
state. Hence, if both QDs are in the same spin state, no charge transfer can occur between them. The signature of two coupled dots in series is well-known as a honeycomb network with double-triangles Figure 6 , further details can be found in [8]. A manifestation of PSB can be observed at the boundary between charge states "(1,1)" and "(0,2)" as the disappearing base of the double-triangle. Therefore in the established range of (VG1, VG2, VDS) PSB biasing conditions, an induced spin rotation in one of the two dots will be detected as a current increase. Note that quantum coupling between QDs is one of the more difficult issues to tackle. In the future, long-range coupling solutions may be key enablers towards circuit upscaling. A 65nm Gate pitch seems to be sufficient to guarantee nearest neighbor interactions at the considered temperatures. This was achieved in this work via e-beam lithography, though these dimensions are within reach of conventional optical lithography with multiple patterning [9].
Coherent Spin Control by RF Electric Field Lifting the spin degeneracy (Figure 7) can be done by applying a static magnetic field B, resulting in a separation of the "spin-up" and "spindown" states by the Zeeman energy EZ=|g|µBB, where g is a dimensionless quantity related to the gyromagnetic ratio of the particle, and µB is the Bohr magneton. Spin resonance is triggered if the energy of an electromagnetic excitation wave h.f matches exactly EZ. The straightforward way to manipulate the spin is to induce electron or hole spin resonance via RF magnetic field [3],[4]. However this implies i/ coping with non-local effects of the magnetic field bleeding out to influence neighboring devices, ii/ additional strip lines preferably made of a superconducting material to limit Joule effect thermal dissipation. Alternately, under some conditions such as the existence of spin-orbit coupling or the possibility to perform g-tensor modulation resonance (g-TMR), an E-field RF excitation alone may also lead to spin transitions (cf. electrons in InAs [10], holes in InSb [11]). In Si, spin-orbit coupling is present in the Valence Band [12]. It was also recently shown that the criteria were met for the "g-TMR" phenomenon to occur for holes in our pFET devices [13] . Electric-field manipulation can thus be implemented by applying an RF signal directly to the MOSFET Gate defining the tested QD. Indeed, a line of higher Drain-to-Source conductivity does appear when plotting the PSB current against the strength of the static magnetic field B for various frequencies, verifying the Zeeman energy equation (Figure 8) . It is the first observation of an Electrically-Driven Spin Resonance (EDSR) for a hole QD in Si. A potential interest of manipulating holes is their alleged immunity to nuclear spin-mediated decoherence which may occur via hyperfine coupling in natural Si [14]. The EDSR signal itself is not a proof that coherent control is achieved, i.e. that the qubit state can be placed arbitrarily on the Bloch sphere Figure 1 . The spin rotation angle is function of the RF burst duration. Using the scheme described in Figure 9 , inter-dot charge movement can be suppressed by sitting in CB conditions during a spin manipulation, before lifting it and reading the PSB current. Said current versus burst exhibits the so-called Rabi oscillations Figure 10 , for which the maxima correspond to a  (mod 2) spin rotation. Characteristic of Rabi oscillations, the period and thus the spin manipulation speed is proportional to P 1/2 . In summary, this shows that we were able to initialize the spin of a single charge isolated in a quantum dot, control the weighted superposition of its "spin-down" and "spin-up" states, couple it to a near neighbor and read it out.
Perspectives and Conclusion We successfully demonstrated the first electrically-driven hole spin qubits in Si using SOI NanoWire CMOS technology, and leveraging the Field-Effect for both charge confinement and spin manipulation. We described one way to detect a change in spin orientation via DC transport. More advanced techniques enabling high-fidelity single-shot readout are currently under investigation, such as dispersive readout/RF reflectometry [15], [16] . Regarding the prospect of future possible cointegration of qubits with classical control electronics, we have recently reported a first demonstration of a ring oscillator capable of operating down to 1K [17]. Though we are still witnessing the very early stages of Si-based electron/hole spin-based quantum information, these results suggest that the experience and know-how accumulated while chasing Moore's law might prove unexpectedly useful in the materialization of profoundly new computational paradigms in the decades to come. 
